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a b s t r a c t

To commercialize fuel cells and metal-air batteries, it is intensely desirable but challenging to design
highly active, earth-abundant, low-cost and stable oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) catalysts to replace
rare, precious and unstable Pt-based ones. Among them, Fe3N is one of the promising candidates to
replace precious and unstable Pt-based ORR catalysis. Herein, to obtain Fe3N nanoparticles encapsulated
in carbon frameworks with rich doped nitrogen, Fe2O3 nanoparticles are firstly prepared hydrothermally
and converted to Fe3N, and then 3D zeolitic-imidazole frameworks (ZIF) is applied as a scaffold unit,
followed by pyrolysis under ammonia gas. The product annealed at 900 �C (ZFN-900) displays a higher
half-wave potential (25 mV) than a carbon-supported Pt catalyst in alkaline media. Remarkably, as air
electrodes of the zinc-air battery, it exhibits a raised power density peak at 115.8 mW cm�2 with respect
to carbon-supported Pt (81.6 mW cm�2) in addition to outstanding durability. Such superior catalytic
properties are broadly accredited to the chemical structure synergistic effect, extraordinary surface area,
rich active sites, conductive carbon frameworks with highly nitrogen doping. Without a doubt, this
method sets out a novel pathway for advantageous and extremely active catalysts with an adapted
design for electrochemical energy systems.

© 2020 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction applications. Consequently, it is extremely desirable to use alter-
Recently, the expanding adverse outcomes of out-of-date fuels
on energy and atmosphere are promoting intensive attempts to
expand the technologies of green renewable energy, incorporating
fuel cells [1,2], secondary batteries [3e5] and other energy con-
version systems [6,7]. The oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) is
amongst the vigorous cores of the electrochemical processes in fuel
cells and metal-air batteries. In consequence of the high catalytic
activity, noble metal catalysts such as carbon-supported platinum
(Pt/C) materials have been recognized as extremely efficient for
ORR. Nevertheless, the increasing price and inferior stability of such
catalysts have prohibited the technologies of green renewable en-
ergy towards fuel cells and zinc-air batteries from broad-scale
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native ORR catalysts on the bases of a transition metal, with high
catalytic activity, high durability in addition to low cost to achieve
full large-scale implementation.

Low-cost metal catalysts, in particular metal oxides [8], nitro-
gen-doped carbon composed with transition metals systems [9],
and metal nitrides [10e13], have been possible alternatives to
substitute Pt-based catalysts because of their favorable ORR cata-
lytic activities, economical and eco-friendly properties. Among
metal nitrides, Fe3N-based catalysts [10,14] display excellent ORR
catalytic activity, even analogous to the commercial Pt/C. However,
like other nanomaterials [11], Fe3N nanoparticles have a tendency
to agglomerate during the reaction, thus significantly decreasing
their activity and stability. Presently, numerous studies are seeking
to boost the performance of Fe3N by means of high porosity ma-
terials for instance graphite [10], carbon nanotubes or graphene
[15] to diminish agglomeration. However, up till now, the intro-
duced methods for boosting Fe3N from agglomerations often show
subordinate ORR activity, which leads to a sluggish charging effi-
ciency in rechargeable zinc-air batteries, preventing their practical
applications. To overcome this obstacle, besides selecting porous
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materials as support of Fe3N, the additional advantageous proper-
ties of support such as ultra-high BrunauereEmmetteTeller (BET)
surface area, exceptional double-layer capacity (Cdl), extraordinary
electrochemical active surface area (ECSA), extremely low charge
transfer resistance (Rct), also should be considered. Hence, efficient
strategies that enhancing the Fe3N ORR catalytic performance
throughout optimizing the aforementioned properties are urgently
needed.

As an important precursor of non-precious metal catalysts,
zeolitic-imidazole frameworks (ZIFs) have attracted many re-
searchers’ attention, due to their structural flexibility, versatile
surface geometry, porosity, N-species and ultra-high surface area
[1,16,17]. Through pyrolysis, ZIFs can be post-synthetically trans-
formed to amorphous otherwise graphitic carbon frameworks
[18,19], providing an affluent platform of functionally tailored
materials for electrocatalytic implementations [20], rechargeable
batteries [21] and supercapacitors [22,23]. In addition, the
straightforward thermal treatment of ZIFs including metal pre-
cursors might produce immense graphitic metal/N-doped nano
carbonaceous frameworks [16,24]. Higher graphitization, however,
predominantly causes a reduction in doped-N content and
porousness [24,25], hindering the charged species diffusion and
ORR catalytic activity. Nevertheless, the vast majority of these
electrocatalytic materials still have inadequate ORR activity, and
therefore unable to meet any actual feasible applications [24].

In accordance with this situation, it is extremely advantageous
to come up with a new strategy to exaggerate the active size and
the surface area. Metal species can be integrated into ZIF holes, thus
diminishing their agglomeration, and boosting the catalytic activity
and stability of the final materials. Herein, by this new strategy, the
structure of Fe3N embedded in 3D high surface area ZIFs as a pre-
cursor could produce nitrogen-doped carbon network encapsu-
lated Fe3N, and then utilized as an extraordinary cost-effective
catalyst for ORR and Zinc-air batteries. This interesting work
opens the way for broader applications to design and produce
cheaper and more robust electrocatalysts.
2. Experimental section

2.1. Electrocatalyst preparation

2.1.1. Synthesis of Fe3N nanoparticles
Fe2O3 nanoparticles were first prepared and applied as a pre-

cursor for Fe3N production as mentioned in equation (1).
Aluminum foil (0.49 g) was immersed in 70 ml of de-ionized water
containing Fe(NO3)3.9H2O (21 g) in the autoclave Teflon container.
After that, the autoclavewas closed and put in the oven at 180 �C for
3 h. The autoclave remained to cool at ambient temperature, then
the outcome precipitate of Fe2O3 nanoparticles was then gathered
by centrifuging and washed many times by de-ionized water. The
obtained Fe2O3 nanoparticles were left to dry at 60 �C overnight.
According to the proposed equation (2), to convert Fe2O3 into Fe3N,
a tube oven was used with argon gas to reach 900 �C for 1 h, then
cooled to room temperature gradually with argon gas. The obtained
black powder was Fe3N.

2FeðNO3Þ3:9H2OðaqÞþ2Al ðsÞ/Fe2O3ðsÞþ2AlðNO3Þ3 ðaqÞþ15H2OðlÞ
þ3H2 ðgÞ

(1)

3Fe2O3ðsÞ þ 2NH3 ðgÞ/2Fe3NðsÞ þ 3H2OðlÞ þ 3O2 ðgÞ (2)
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2.1.2. Synthesis of Fe3N encapsulated in ZIF-8
To obtain Fe3N encapsulated in ZIF-8 (ZFN), Fe3N nanoparticles

(0.15 g) were sonicated in 36 ml methanol containing
Zn(NO3)2.6H2O (1.2 g) for 1 h. Afterward, 2-methylimidazole (2.6 g)
was dissolved in the sonicated mixture by stirring at 35 �C for 4 h,
after that the ZFN was left to dry under vacuum at 60 �C overnight.

2.1.3. Synthesis of ZFN-800, ZFN-900 and ZFN-1000
To achieve Fe3N encapsulated in N-doped carbon hollow 3D

structure at different temperatures, ZFN samples were thermally
processed at 800 �C, 900 �C and 1000 �C in the presence of
ammonia gas for 1 h, thereby leading to the samples denoted as
ZFN-800, ZFN-900 and ZFN-1000, respectively. Moreover, N/C was
obtained by annealing ZIF-8 only at 900 �C. To determine the Fe3N
content of the composite, thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was
performed (Fig. S4).

2.2. Materials characterization

Morphologies of the surface were detected on field emission
scanning electron microscope (FESEM) (SEM, Zeiss Ultra Plus) and
operated at 20 kV. The transmission electronmicroscope (TEM) and
high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) (TEM, HITACHI-8100) observations
were performed at 20 kV. Rigaku X-ray diffractometer was used in
testing X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns, at awavelength of 1.5406 Å
through Cu-Ka radiation. Throughout an excitation wavelength of
633 nm, Ar ion laser, Raman shifts were obtained by utilizing
LabRAM Aramis Raman spectrometer. Via an II X-ray photoelectron
spectrometer by operating Al Ka radiation (1486.71 eV), X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was obtained. The surface area
properties of the catalyst were tested by collected by N2 adsorption
isotherm where Micromeritics TriStar II, 3020 was applied.

2.3. Electrochemical measurements

As a working electrode, glassy carbon (GC) with a cross-section
area of 0.196 cm2 was utilized by coating the polished mirror sur-
face through the catalyst ink. The ink of the catalyst was prepared
by sonicating 5.0 mg inside 980 mL of de-ionized/ethanol (v/
vz 1:9)/20 mL Nafion (5wt%)mixture. As received, Pt supported on
carbon (20 wt% Pt/C) was utilized as reference catalysts. As a
reference electrode, an Hg/HgO was employed, nevertheless the
acquired potentials then transformed to the reversible hydrogen
electrode (RHE) measurement, VRHE ¼ VHg/HgO þ 0.059 pH þ Vq

Hg/

HgO. On the way to determine the number of transferred electrons,
the KeL equations were used. In an electrolyte of 0.1 M KOH, at
ambient temperature via a workstation (CHI 660E), the entire
electrochemical performances were checked. At a scan rate of
5 mV s�1, by the means of the rotary disk electrode system, the
linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) was achieved. Using a scan rate of
10 mV s�1, through static-electrode condition, the cyclic voltam-
mogram (CV) was then carried out. The resistance to intermediate
molecules released from fuel oxidation in addition to ORR time-
dependent stability were indicated using chronoamperometry.
Electrochemically, the prepared electrode was cleansed and
reached to the steady-state in a fresh electrolyte at 0.1 V s�1 before
tests.

2.4. Fabrication of home-made zinc-air batteries

2.4.1. Primary zinc-air battery
Through a liquid homemade assembled battery, a primary zinc-

air battery was used. As shown in Fig. S8a, the cathode was made
from a carbon sheet of 1 cm � 1 cm size and 1.0 mg cm�2 loaded
catalyst, meanwhile, a zinc foil was used as the anode. An
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electrolyte of zinc acetate and potassium hydroxide of 0.2 M and
6.0 M, respectively, was used.

2.4.2. All-solid-state zinc-air battery
As an anode, a zinc sheet (~99,98% metal base) and a solid

polymeric electrolyte as a separator were used. Polyvinyl alcohol
powder (4.5 g) was left to disperse at 90 �C in 45 mL of KOH/ZnAc
(0.1:0.02 M) to form a uniform gelatinous solution to form the solid
polymer electrolyte, accompanied by pouring the thin polymer film
on a glass disk (Fig. S8b). The film was frozen and thawed 12 h
before being used. A thin layer from the catalyst ink was cast over
one face of the solid electrolyte and over the other opposite face the
zinc piece was fixed, followed by adding nickel mesh as a current
collector on the layer of the ambient catalyst, then the battery was
assembled. The constituent elements were compressed tightly
through roll-pressing accompanied by annealing at 65 �C to elim-
inate solvents before electrochemical processing. The load of the
catalyst remained 5.0 mg cm�2. There was no need for an inert
atmosphere or glove box for packaging.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Synthetic process, morphology and structure analysis

The preparation process for Fe3N encapsulated in ZIF-8 (ZFN) is
depicted in Fig. 1a. Briefly, Fe2O3 nanoparticles are obtained hy-
drothermally, then converted to Fe3N. Fe3N nanoparticles are later
dispersed in methanol solution followed by the evolution of Fe3N
encapsulated in ZIF-8 (ZFN) frameworks.

From the TEM image and corresponding elemental mapping
(Fig. 1bee), it demonstrates that N and C are allocated uniformly all
over the entire architecture, whereas Fe and partial-N were largely
distributed in the form of dispersed nanoparticles. The HRTEM
image (Fig. 1f) further verifies that Fe3N nanoparticles are encap-
sulated in ZFN-900, including lattice spaces and planes of
d(110) ¼ 0.2 nm, d(100) ¼ 0.43 nm (Fig. 1g). As shown in the inset of
Fig. 1g, the selected-area electron diffraction (SAED) image for ZFN-
900 reveals the diffraction rings of (100), and (110) facets of Fe3N,
affirming the polycrystalline nature of Fe3N, consistent with XRD
and HRTEM results.

Raman spectrum (Fig. 1h) of ZFN-900 reveals the G-peak at
1591 cm�1and the D-peak at 1330 cm�1. The G-peak is caused by
the bond stretching of entire sp2-bonded pairs (C]C/N]C),
whereas the D-peak is attributed to the sp3 defect sites. Moreover,
the ID/IG ratio of ZFN-900 is about 1.11, demonstrating the low
graphitization degree with abundant defective sites in ZFN-900
[26]. An expanded 2D-band can be seen at about 2771 cm�1, indi-
cating the growth of graphitic films in the porous carbon materials
[27,28].

X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of Fe2O3, Fe3N, ZFN and ZFN-
900 are exposed in Fig. 2a. The ZFN-XRD pattern agrees with that
of ZIF-8 nanocrystals. After carbonization (ZFN-900), ZIF-8 nano-
crystals are entirely transformed into N/C [24]. Herein, the high
diffraction peak at 2q ¼ 23.9� and 43.9� is assigned to (002) and
(101) planes of carbon, respectively [19,29]. Besides, there is a small
peak at about 43� in the ZFN-900 sample, evidencing the presence
of Fe3N.

Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) analysis was achieved in pursu-
ance of detecting the specific surface areas of catalysts through
their nitrogen adsorption-desorption isotherms. ZFN, ZFN-900,
Fe2O3, Fe3N isotherms are presented in Fig. 2b and Fig. S2. The
surface area and pore width of ZFN are 1531 m2 g�1 and 1.88 nm,
respectively, whereas, those of ZFN-900 correspond to 1027 m2 g�1

and 2.3 nm. Also, the measured BET surface area for Fe2O3 is
25 m2 g�1, whereas 17 m2 g�1 for Fe3N, considerably not more that
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of ZFN-900. The contraction of the surface area of ZFN-900 corre-
lated with the as-prepared-ZFN is mainly accredited towrinkling of
the N doped carbon fragments thanks to inequality in bond length
of iron/nitrogen, carbon/nitrogen and carbon/carbon bonds [24,30].

Morphologies of Fe3N, ZFN and ZFN-900 were observed through
SEM besides TEM images. As presented in Fig. 2cee, Fe3N shows the
nanoparticle state with average width z74.6 nm (Fig. 2c). Also,
Fig. S3 displays the existence of Fe2O3 nanoparticles with a nano-
sized domain of around 70 nm. ZFN has a morphology of rhombic
dodecahedron (Fig. 2d), indicating that the polyhedron form of the
as-prepared ZFN nanocrystals is well-maintained fixed shape even
after embedding Fe3N inside it.

By the analysis of XPS, as exhibited in Fig. 2feh and Fig. S1, it
displays the existence of C, N, Fe and Zn elements in samples. After
pyrolysis at 900 �C, the N, C, Fe, Zn content (Fig. S1c) of the obtained
Fe3N embedded carbon doped with nitrogen (ZFN-900) is 3.84%,
95.53%, 0.33% and 0.3%, respectively. The N 1s peak (Fig. 2g and S1d)
is deconvoluted into three peaks of pyridinic-N (25%), graphitic-N
(64%) and pyrrolic-N (11%). The pyridinic-N could improve the
surface wettability besides onset potential [24,31,32], while
graphitic-N could boost the diffusion-limiting properties [24,33].
The peak of C 1s (Fig. 2h) similarly is deconvoluted into two peaks
for CeC with C]C (51.5%), and CeN (48.5%). Moreover, Fe 2p dis-
plays major peaks of Fe 2p3/2 (711 eV) and Fe 2p1/2 (723 eV)
(Fig. S1a), while Zn exhibits major peaks of Zn 2p3/2 (1022 eV) and
Zn 2p1/2 (1045 eV) (Fig. S1b). In view of the aforementioned XPS for
ZFN-900, the obtained data indicate the formation of N-doped
carbon with very small traces of zinc (~0.36%) which have no in-
fluence on the catalytic activity [24].

3.2. Electrocatalytic performance

From the cyclic voltammetry (Fig. 3a), it indicates that ZFN-900
has an obvious activity in an O2-saturated electrolyte. Besides, as it
can be seen from Fig. 3a, there is a cathodic current peak emerging
at z0.80 V, compared to that within a N2-saturated solution,
demonstrating a promising ORR electrocatalytic performance. To
evaluate the synergistic effects of the chemical composition on the
electrocatalytic efficiency, linear sweep voltammetry (Fig. 3b) was
employed. In 0.1 M KOH solution, the exceptional ORR performance
for ZFN-900 was investigated, exhibiting a larger half-wave po-
tential (E1/2) of 0.85 V than that of Pt/C (0.82 V) and N-doped carbon
(0.71 V).

To acquire further insight into the reaction mechanism, the Tafel
slopes were detected. As can be seen in Fig. 3c, Tafel slope for ZFN-
900 is 53 mV dec�1, lower than that for Pt/C (78 mV dec�1), N-
doped carbon (90 mV dec�1) and Fe3N (99 mV dec�1), indicating
faster reaction kinetics in ZFN-900. Furthermore, the outstanding
ORR efficiency and Tafel slopes for ZFN-900 were also compared
with other analogous non-noble materials, and it is obviously the
one of the most efficient ORR electrocatalysts (Table S2). Similarly,
for ZFN-900, its kinetic current density obtained by means of the
Koutecky-Levich (K-L) approach displays a proportional increase
with the raised rate of rotation. As presented in the inset in Fig. 3d,
the n value was calculated to be z 4.0 in a potential window of
0.3e0.7 V, suggesting first-order reaction kinetics, four-electron
pathway of ORR for ZFN-900, the same to the theoretical value of
Pt/C (4.0) [24]. Likewise, ZFN-900 shows excellent ORR stability
(Fig. S5b), as revealed by no obvious shifts of LSV curves after 2000
cycles. The high stability was further verified by utilizing the
chronoamperometric (iet) obtained plot. Fig. 3e displays that ZFN-
900 keeps a comparatively small current reduction, which has only
9% drop later after a long-time chronoamperometric test, whereas
Pt/C reveals a 27% reduction in current densities. The small current
reduction (iet) for ZFN-900 could be attributed to the exceptional



Fig. 1. (a) Synthesis route for ZFN in 3d structure; (b) TEM image of ZFN-900; (c-e) and EDX mapping of elemental distribution of ZFN-900; (f, g) HRTEM images of Fe3N inside ZFN-
900 and the inset of (g) is the SAED pattern of Fe3N; (h) Raman spectra of ZFN-900. (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)
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encapsulation structure impedes the collapse of the Fe3N nano-
particles, and the protective effect of the carbon layers surrounding
Fe3N nanoparticles can minimize agglomeration of metal nitride
nanoparticles, which is advantageous for the durability of ZFN-900
catalysts compared with that of Pt/C. As can be seen in Fig. S6, the
iron nitride nanoparticles are still completely well capsulated after
2000 cycles. Furthermore, methanol tolerance was evaluated
throughout chronoamperometric (iet), by adding 1Mmethanol. As
exhibited in Fig. 3f, the current density of carbon-supported Pt
drops severely, while for ZFN-900 it recovers quickly next to a
temporary disorder, indicating the superb methanol resistance
ability.

To examine the correlation between the electrocatalytic activity
and the calcination temperature, the as-synthesized samples were
annealed at 800, 900 and 1000 �C. As can be seen, Fig. S7 displays
the obtained curves from LSV indicating that ZFN-800 and ZFN-
1000 have poor catalytic activity relative to ZFN-900. Consistent
with the fitted results for N 1s of ZFN-800, the pyrrolic-N, pyridinic-
N and graphitic-N are 27%, 55% and 18%, respectively, while ZFN-
1000 contain overwhelming graphitic-N (74%) (see Fig. S1). The
low ORR activity of ZFN-800 is maybe owing to a particular amount
of inadequate pyridinic-N. ZFN-1000 still remains a high limiting
current density as a consequence of the plentiful graphitic-N
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nevertheless the onset potential is inefficient due to the deficient
of pyridinic-N. Hereafter, the optimum calcination temperature is
900 �C. In such a case, appropriate amounts of pyridinic-N with
graphitic-N, and Fe3N could lead to the highest ORR activity for
ZFN-900. Furthermore, ZFN-900 electrochemical double-layer
capacitance (Cdl) which is directly proportional to the electro-
chemical active surface area (ECSA) was indicated. As shown and
explained in details in the supporting information (Fig. S8), ZFN-
900 shows a large surface area with exposed active sites. The re-
sults of the characterization and evaluation of ORR activity can
provide a clear insight into the active sites in ZFN-900 where Fe3N
species and N-doped carbon act as active site to catalyze the ORR at
the interface of iron nitrides and carbon support [34]. The uni-
formly dispersed Fe3N nanoparticles with small size afford plenty
of efficient FeeNeC catalytic active sites. Hence, in this work,
FeeNeC is regarded as the active site in the ORR.

The electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measure-
ment for the catalysts was measured. Fig. S5 exhibits Nyquist plots
of ZFN-900, C/N, Fe3N and carbon-supported Pt in high-frequency
area with high-frequency intercepts identical to the electrolyte
resistance. In addition, the low-frequency intercepts are equivalent
to the summation of electrolyte resistance along with charge
transfer resistance [4,5]. The electron transfer resistance of ZFN-



Fig. 2. (a) XRD patterns of Fe2O3, Fe3N, as-prepared ZFN and ZFN-900; (b) Nitrogen desorption-desorption isotherms of the as-formed ZFN and ZFN-900; (c) FESEM image of Fe3N
nanoparticles; (d, e) TEM images for ZFN and ZFN-900, respectively; (f) XPS spectra survey scan; (g) N 1s spectra; (h) C 1s spectra of ZFN-900. (A colour version of this figure can be
viewed online.)
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900 is only 4.8 U, lower than that of carbon-supported Pt (24.5 U),
demonstrating the well-maintained high conductivity for ZFN-900
(Table S1). It may be stated that low charge transfer resistance
demonstrates a robust combination among Fe3N and N/C, which
can extensively modify the electronic structure of ZFN-900,
therefore improving the ORR catalytic activity.
3.3. Performance of primary and all-solid-state ZneAir batteries

By reason of high ORR activity [2,35], Fe-based materials are
considered as high-efficiency candidates with regard to primary
Zn-air batteries (ZABs) [36e42]. Fig. 4a presents a peak of the po-
wer density for ZFN-900 atz115.8mWcm�2 at a current density of
190.7 mA cm�2, much higher than that of Pt/C (81.6 mW cm�2) at
130.8mA cm�2. Primary and traditional solid zinc-air batteries with
two electrodes were made-up as explained in Fig. 4d and Fig. S9. As
shown in Fig. 4c, an open circuit voltage of 1.42 V for the as-formed
ZFN-900 primary battery is revealed, confirming the feasibility of
ZFN-900 employed in Zn-air batteries (Fig. 4b).

With regard to determining the applicability and prospects of
ZFN-900 electrodes, an All-Solid-State (ASS) ZABs was assembled in
accordance with Fig. S9b. Impressively, an open-circuit voltage of
1.21 V (Fig. 4e) is present from the ASS battery. Furthermore, the
three assembled batteries are successfully able to power a LED with
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high voltage (Fig. 4f). This indicates that ZFN-900 ASS ZAB repre-
sents an extraordinary promise for high power ZABs applications. It
is worthy to conclude that the exceptional power density along
with current density for ZFN-900 cathode relative to the other non-
noble materials in Zn-air batteries (Table S2), could be attributable
to the large surface area, structural synergistic effect and the
presence of the Fe3N encapsulated in the nitrogen-rich carbon
frameworks. It is also worth pointing out that the overall activity of
FeNx toward ORR, OER, HER and Zneair batteries is significantly
superior to the very recently reported as a trifunctional electro-
catalyst including FeNx/carbon [43], Fe2N/Fe3N [44] and
HeCo@FeCo/N/C [45].
4. Conclusions

Briefly, the Fe3N nanoparticles embedded in N-doped carbon
frameworks acquired from ZIFs were easily prepared as an
extremely active ORR electrocatalyst. Attributed to FeeNeC active
site, high N doping content, mesoporous framework with excep-
tional specific surface area (1027 m2 g�1), a superior rational-
designed and highly active catalyst for ORR was obtained, with a
half-wave potential of 0.85 V, high stability, and methanol resis-
tance capability in contrast with commercial Pt/C catalysts in 0.1 M
KOH. Exceptionally, the ZFN-900 air-cathode exhibited a raised



Fig. 3. (a) CV curves of ZFN-900 in N2- and O2-saturated 0.1 M KOH solution with a scan rate of 100 mV s�1; (b) ORR polarization curves of different catalysts at 1600 rpm; (c) Tafel
slopes of different catalysts derived from ORR LSV curves; (d) LSVs for ZFN-900 at various rotating speeds, inset is the corresponding K�L plot; (e) Time dependent chro-
noamperometric (i versus t) profiles of ZFN-900 and Pt/C at 0.6 V, the inset in (e) shown LSV of ZFN-900 before and after 2000 cv cycles; (f) Time dependent chronoamperometric (i
versus t) profile of ZFN-900 and Pt/C before and after 1.0 M methanolic solution injection. (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)

Fig. 4. Fabrication and performance of ZFN-900 based zinceair batteries. (a) V-j polarization and corresponding power density profiles; (b) Galvanostatic dischargeecharge cycling
profiles of ZFN-900 at high current density with a cycling interval of 1 h; (c) Open circuit potential for the ZFN-900 based primary Zn-air battery; (d) Schematics of home-made all-
solid-state zinc-air battery; (e) Photograph of the assembled all-solid-state zinc-air battery exhibiting a minimum open-circuit voltage of z1.212 V; (f) Photograph of a lighted light
emitting diode (LED) powered by the all-solid-state Zn-air batteries. (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)
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peak power density of 115.9 mW cm�2 along with exceptional
durability. This research reveals a novel potential for a rational
design for energy conversion applications of high-performance
economical-metal catalysts.
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